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ABSTRACT

The variation of potential and completeness of reaction in an oxidation-reduction titration o£ 

Red± (a。令 + 加。，=部 Red^) by Ox2 (c 0&如 + ?"事=山 Red£) is analyzed on 솨le basis of general 

expressions. It is shown that the reaction deficiency as well as the rate of variation of the 

potential with titration fraction change in proportion to the [n2 (a-b)- (c 一 d)] th power of 

the concentration of the reagents. In particular, at the equivalence point, the expression of the 

potential contains a concentration dependent term that is proportional to ac - bd. Thus, the equ

ivalence-point potential varies with the concentration, of the reagents unless ac = bd is satisfied.

It is also shown that the sharpness of the potentiometric end point is affected by exchanging 

titrand and titrant. The inflexion point of the potentiometric titration curve is shown to occur 

either prior to or after the equivalence point depending upon whether n^c or n^c> 

the deviation being the same order of magnitude as the relative deficiency at the equivalence 

point.

INTRODUCTION

It has been pointed out that the equivalence

point potential in an oxidation-reduction titration 

deviates from the weighted average of the stand

ard potentials and depends on the concentration 

of the reagents, except for the cases where the 

coefficients in. both half-reactions are homoge- 

neousx)»2). Furthermore, some aspects of the 

titration curve for inhomogeneous cases have 

been elucidated in terms of numerical data 

computed for particular examples8

The present study is concerned with analyz
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ing the variation of equivalence-point potential 

on a general basis and investigating the various 

features of the titration curve for general cases.

BASIC EQUATIONS

Consider the titration of Vo liters of Co 

molar solution of the reductant Redi up to V 

liters of C molar solution of the oxidant Co

Attention will not be paid to the influence of 

the hydrogen ion and/or other ligands that 

may be involved in the titration reaction, 

because it can be included in the standard 

formal potentials, Eq s. Normally, it does not 

vary to an appreciable extent in the course of 

practical titrations. Let us assume that the 

potential throughout the titration is governed 

by the half-reactions of species 1 and 2:

aOxx + n±e ^^.bRedx； E°i (1)

cOxz+n^e^=^dRedz； E& ⑵

Let the overall titrimetric reaction be

xcOx^+ybRedr^^xdRedz+yaOx^ (3) 

whence xn^,—yn\ or njn^ — x/y.

It will be assumed that the potential of the 

solution is governed by the concentration ex

pressions of the Nernst equation throughout 

the titration; namely, the activity coefficients 

of the species involved can be taken care of 

by the respective standard formal potentials 

and kept almost constant:

5+"鷹& ⑷

5+능M線 ⑸

where — = 38.95 volt at 25C°.

Letting the fraction of Red^ converted to 

be cc at the equilibrium, the equilibrium 

concentrations of the chemical species involved 

in the titration reaction are written as the 

following:

卩皿］ = 으骅芒 (6)

"十］

[。过 = 유驛 • 웅 

[5 유篝 .韻

CV-끄뜰

⑺

(8)

njr 

VQ+V 

the titration fraction can

[。卫2】= ⑼

Remembering that 

be defined as

卜CV泌一平一 7••，、广 (10)
CqVqXC r CoVo^l^

(4) and (5) can be rewritten by use of 

(6), (7), (8), (9) and (10) as

E = 砂七능血互쯨冲 + 晶 b웅

+ 으二0 也―賢一

九 C+끄也으们©
n^c

(11)

and

眼码七点 1 世罪+3느也(尚' , 

、으/m——緋 (12)
&P Q + 끄也으© 

n^c

Finally, multiplying Eq. (11) by n±c and (12) 

by nJ) and adding results in

丘=砂“+S + B+K(C。部,p)+ 烏爲

+一。으—二으 
n±c + nJ? 1 —a 

where

(13)

S = (n1C + n2b) na + (bd 一 be _ ac)・

lnb+bclnc — dblnd+b(d — (14)

3 = （，*爲鷲籍%）（见=矶一砂"5） 

院"眼（壽爲WC"，P） [ * 

心p）=wfe=技을慕 P=Co/Ci

and

(17)
eq 從［+几2

It may be worthwhile to note that f (Co,饥 

p) — CQ when V can be considered to be zero 

as in coulometric titration, whence p = 0. In the 
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following discussion, the subscripts eq, —and 

4-will be used to designate the various regions 

of titration fraction; i.e., equivalence point, 

prior to and beyond the equivalence point, 

respectively. Eq. (13) is a generalized form of 

Eq. (15) in Bard and Simonsen's work2, which 

is concerned with equivalence point only. The 

concentration dependence of potential is rep

resented by 난le terms K (C0,(/>,p), In ct and In 

(e-a)/Q-a); a is a function of concentration 

and When ac — bd is satisified, the effect of 

the former two terms vanishes. In particular, 

if a = b-c = d = l, Eq. (13) is reduced to Eq. 

(12) of the previous work4 on the cases of 

homogeneous reaction coefficients.

By defining the relative reaction deficiencies 

of Red\ as

部=© _ a [

心=l-a J

Eq. (13) can be rewritten as

(18)

Ef+ S+B+K(C")+s瓮矗.

MI沁侦쁘而評二知, (19)be

and

E+ = Ekeq+S + B + K (COj p)

+厂竺F씌)

be
(19‘)+____스___ In。一1+가七

(衍c +從3)戶 认
which represent the potential as functions of 

titration fraction with a parameter 涉，• or 서“.

The magnitude and rate of variation of the 

reaction deficiencies in relation to titration fr

action can be elucidated on the basis of the 

equilibrium constant expression.

A = e ©pQ"御=F*G*  

aan2+dni

where

AEq = E°2 -

•F니了(Co,©, p)] 하 f I)

and

(20)

(21)

G = ania.bni ST)-naa . c-nic •dnid»(n2/n^)nl

In principle, Eq. (20) can be used in tabula

ting the relationships between a and © or 涉 

and 0 for any given practical case, and in 

turn evaluation of potential at any desired 

titration fraction can be made, although the 

procedure may be quite cumbersome. On the 

other hand, an exact explicit expression of a 

or 사 for general cases as a function of 争 can 

not be obtained in a simple form. The values 

of & obtained from Eq. (20) in the similar way 

as Bishop's method2, which amounts to the 

use of an equation corresponding to Eq. (20) 

to compute the absolute reaction deficiency, 

may be substituted into Eqs. (19) or (19‘)ins

tead of the Nernst expression (11) or (12). In 

fact, when 1 - </»> the Nersnt expression (11) 

can be approximated by

E- = E°!+丄 bi七奇 + — In■씀 
1 (1 - </>)6 b

+ 으二으朕六Co,e,p) + D (22)

where

D 느 (a-帰一 a凯 (22')

Thus, when D is negligible, the only con

centration depende교t term is the fourth in the 

right-hand side of Eq. (22). It becomes inde

pendent of C when a — b, the half reaction of 

the titrand being homogeneous in coefficient. 

For example, if ferrous iron is titrated with 

dichromate, the titration curve for 争 smaller 
than and not close to unity will be indepen

dent of concentration of reagents whereas titra

tion of thiosulfate with iodine will result in the 

shifting of titration curve downwards by 2.303 

RT/2F volts for every ten-fold dilution.

For the particular point, © = *、

厂 E a — b 1 n . ci 7 a . a — b
Ei = E°i-------- ln2 H-------In-j-- + ——・
i nxg> b n^p

1

WIG), 2,列 + S (22 〃)

The titration fraction where the potential is 

equal to E°i satisfies
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m-뀨群 = am 음 + (a - b)lnf(C0,M 

Vr ^r) 0

(23) 

and where the potential is equal to E°2 

以(〈辭]就)。=比(尚'• (S)°

+ (c - d)lnf(CQ,i>,p) (24)

respectively, in view of Eqs. (11) and (12). 

Therefore, if the reaction is practically quan

titative throughout the titration, the E% point 

will shift towards and the E\ point away 

from the equivalence point as the concentration 

decreases, for the cases where both a — b and 

c-d are positive and, vice versa. It is clear 

now that the main contribution to the influence 

on the titration curve comes from the concen

tration function f(CM,p) as long as the reac

tion is practically quantitative. It is oEviously 

due to the fact that the potential depends on. 

the reaction quotient whereas the titration 

fraction defines the concentration ratio; in other 

words, the position of the chemical equilibrium 

is determined by both the concentrations and 

concentration ratio unless the half reactions 

are homogeneous in coefficient. Eqs. (19) and 

(19‘)represent one of the expressions that 

indicate the effect of concentration of reagents 

and the quantitativeness of titration reaction 

on the potential at given titration fraction.

It may be worthwhile to note that /(C0,^,p) 

— Co when V can be considered to be ze호o as 

in coulometric titration whence p = 0.

Unless there exists a particular relationship 

between the coefficients, the following equa

tions are more convenient than Eqs. (19) and 

(19') for computing the potential in terms of 

reaction deficiency, which are obtained by su

bstituting Eq. (20) into (19) and (19):

RF2+S+3罗啓+(D"(CM,p)

+ Cl/Z서r 一 - %) ] (19〃)

and

E+ = E\+S+爲[쓰으 + S - b)侦六GM p)

- bln^fr + <21«(1 - 必)] (19〃')

EQUIVALENCE.POg POTENTIAL

Letting (/> —1 in Eq. (13), the equivalence

point potential Eeg is obtained as

最=硏。+S + B + %+(另篝(25> 

or in an approximate form

8T"+S + B+K—辭爲• 씅 明 

if the reaction, is practically quantitative at the 

equivalence point.

In particular cases where ac - bd9 Eq. (25) 

reduces to

耳产硏 g+S + B (25〃)

and all the concentration dependent terms 

vanish. Such a condition will be satisfied in 

many cases including the particular cases o£ 

a = b = c = d and a — d^b~c. It is note worthy 

that there can. be many cases where the equi

valence-point potential is independent o£ the 

concentrations of reagents even when the coe
fficients of the half reactions are inhomogene

ous, although there may be deviation from E\q 

by a constant amount depending on relation

ship between the coefficients.

The general forms of each term appearing 

in Eq. (25) for several particular cases are 

listed in Table L Whenever there is concen

tration dependence, i.e., ac 4= bd, the equivale

nce-point potential shifts by-쓰二으읖 ・ 

volts with every ten-fold dilution of the rea

gents. For example, in the titration of ferrous 

iron with dichromate where a = b — c = lt d = 2, 

ni = l and 刀2 = 6, it amounts to 8.5 mv and in 

the titration of thiosulfate with 玲 where a = 

1, b = 2, c = d = 3, and ni = n^ — 2, it amounts 

to 49.3mv. Thus, potentiometric titration up 

to a preassigned potential will be practical
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TABLE 1. Terms representing shift of equivalence-point potential from E% 

in several particular cases

only if ac = bd is satisfied. The numerical ex

ample studied elsewhere2 is compared with the 

figures obtained by using Eq. (25) neglecting 

the last term (<10-2 mv) in Table 2.

As pointed out by Eq. (22〃)，Ei also depends 

on the concentration of reagents. Thus, it will 

be useful to elucidate the concentration depe

ndence of Eeq - E*,  — Egg and Ei — E^

* For the chemical reactions of well-known types, a=b will mean a=b=l and c=d will mean

Concentration independent terms Concentration dependent terms

S B Keq other

a=b=c=d 0 0 0 0

a=d^b=d -厂(으二?一M 끄-
(Mi—n2)?> nx

0 0 0

n 1 「 a- , c。 _鱼二의4끄쓰」
（如c+彻5泌况”K （衍 + 彻）（"ic+”払）

0

a=b=gd 一而品 응+（，—服会］

心=c=d 下氏貯움______________

b=csd -湍声〔汕웅 + 皿응

0—力 侦 Coc 

(ni+q * 彻Co 

m

(a.—c?) 

(»1 + «2)?>

+(s)m  쓰〕

c=d=l ; thus b=c so that B=0-
In view of Eqs. (25), (22〃)and the similar 

equation for E으 derived from Eq. (12), the 

following expressions are obtained.

瓦广电=X(p)_ M如(a「B)［笏紇8)〕.也0) 
9 r 刀 iSk + tz/)。

+ J (26)
。〔啊(《一切一?々(c-d)〕1 c 
—從(衍。+啊痂 °

+ Af

E을 - E+ = Z (p) - '如끄(c_』)］心

(26')

如刀2。
+ 4〃 (26〃)

where X, Y and Z are constants determined 

by a, b, c, d9 列，彻 and p, and Af,, and 

Ar,/ are small terms of the order of magnitude 

of the reaction deficiencies at © = 1, 加드*  and 

©극그으, respectively. It is noteworthy that dilu

tion of reagents not only results in a shift of 

titration curve as a whole but also widening 

the spacing between the two branches. Such 

an effect will a任ect the steepness of the titra
tion curve in the vicinity of equivalence point, 

depending upon the sign and magnitude o£ 

(n2(a -b)- n±(c — d)〕/(代從贝).

E울-瓦产跄）-

꼬ABLE 2. Comparison of computed data.
Co=C=0. 05M; m=n2j=2,a=2, b=c=l d=3; 4欢=100 mu; 30°C・ (=38. 26Volt-1),n2(<i—&)—rai(c—d) =6.

(a) Potentials

Dilution factor Differences Eq. (25') （瓦L电）* Differences Eq. (26)

1 61.598 mv + 15.0 mv 2.303 _ 96.882 g +45.05皂岑虬

0.1 76.592 + 15.0 4归 141.876 + 45・°° 45.0 mv
0. 01 91.591 15.0 mv 186.874

Journal of the Korean Chemical Society
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(b) Reaction deficiency

Dilution factor 8eff* 力g from Eq. (28) computed**

1 2.2075 X10-6 8. 83X10-4 2.23X10“°
0.1 6. 9963X10" 2. 83X10-5 7. OlxlO-8
0. 01 2.2126X1(广" 8.93X10-7 2. 23X1O"10

* Keference 2.
** 8、is multiplied by the expected concentration at the equivalence point.

REACTION DEFICIENCIES

The knowledge of the relative reaction defi

ciency at the equivalence point is quite valua

ble because it will be the maximum value for 

the given system, and hence it will provide a 

criterion in making various approximations.

At the equivalence point, Eq. (20) can be 

written as

A _ (1—以釦)叫〃2 +』力i

F(1)G 少叫&少+冷。
with

(27)

to

(29) 

point

W2(tz — b) — n-i 

njb

c n2(a-&)nl(c-d)
訂

n^c

Therefore, if 시《1 can be assumed, the rela

tive reaction deficiency at the equivalence point 

can be approximated by》 

凯宀[玳?G卩(蜘+疝)

and the absolute reaction deficiency at the 

equivalence point is given by

Co(l-아舛) ) an^ + dn-^-y---- 1____
--------l--- 1 1 nib + me

(28)

1 +

i+里H 
n^c

T - C編 (28，)

Consequently, dilution of reagents will cause 

a decrease in relative reaction deficiency at the 

equivalence point if n2(a-b)-nx(c-d) is posi

tive, and vice versa. If a — b and c — d, there 

will be no concentration effect on the rel

ative reaction deficiency. The concentration 

dependence of reaction deficiencies is illustrated 

in Table 2.

The magnitude of the last term in Eq. (25‘)

can be estimated by*  Eq. (28).

If & is proven, to be negligible in compar

ison to unity, Eq. (20) can be converted

1 展宀一也으空丄+旦—侦g + 旦」, 
c n^c n-\C

an^ + dnr . n^a — b) - n-^c - d) 

(1-0)吋 赤

W(G), p)
for the range prior to the equivalence 

where 서and 凯W中, and 

m ”也普+加沁+

領으 W((爲 M - 으숭-1)(29，) 

beyond the equivalence point where 令一'>3、 
is satisfied. It is interesting to note that relative 

reaction deficiency decreases as dilution incre

ases if n^a-b) — n^c-d) is positive everywhere 

including the equivalence point. The concen

tration dependence of reaction deficiency is 

greater in the regions removed from equivale

nce point than at the equivalence point by a 

factor of 一끄어也邑 or 一끄서芦, as compa- 
n±c 神，

rison of Eqs. (29) and (29') with Eq. (28) shows.

In the extreme vicinity of equivalence point, 

the relative reaction deficiency can not be ne

glected in comparison to 1 —or 争一 1 so that 

the approximate equations (29) and (29') do 

not apply. The procedure developed in the 

previous work4 introducing a parameter f by 

1-©=/況 for and 0-1=/^^ for ©〉1

facilitates the calculation of reaction. deficiency. 

Thus, from Eq. (20)

1 死기r = ln^eq + “ 厂 • [(£功2 + 1^(0 一
njj 4- n^c

Vol. 14, No. 4, 1970
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1淑,=1，迎"+-莎添

涉r) — +1) + 比 4笛] (31)

and

涉',)-，红 cln(f+1) + In，帶- ] (31')

Normally, relative reaction deficiencies will be 

negligible in comparison to《b or unity, thus 

allowing approximation of f from Eq. (31) or 

(31z) in conjunction with Eq. (30), and in turn 

reaction deficiencies. Namely,

느오 (32)

or

으匕气f(須+1)-吁/(‘呼+Y) (32)

is solved for ft and in turn f is used for cal

culating relative reaction deficiency by means 

of Eq. (30).

It should be noted that the procedure of 

calculating reaction deficiency given here has 

nothing to do with Nernst expression but ba

sed on the equilibrium constant expression. 

Therefore, it applies to any type of chemical 

equilibrium.

In order to have further information on 

reaction deficiency, it is desirable to compute 

its differential coefficient with respect to titra

tion fraction. Differentiation of Eq. (20) after 

changing variable with respect to《b gives 

啊如[啊(&： — b» 一如(c _ d)] * w

d장 了 = 1 _ nEnbg 认(33)

吋 47如 +』九1______ 7如b

슈 ¥ - 1 —。+ 아»■

and

〃措卩[啊(《_方)_如(£_』)]I 如c _

d里 _ __ 刀。一 1+疗V(33，) 
d<t> njj n±c an^ + dn^ " ’

F厂+ W-1 +仍广+ —1-切L

It is easily shown that at equivalence 

point

她 d翌
d<t> d<f>

and, if & is small enough,

尝X- 哄一 and 岑뽀— 
a<p n<2P + n\c a(p n^p^n^c

which show no concentration dependence since 

the concentration dependent terms in the num

erators of Eqs. (33) and (33‘)are negligible com

pared to the inverse of relative reaction defici

ency if the reaction is practically quantitative. 

In such cases, Eqs. (33) and(33z) can be approx

imated as

d" __________ v나y&r

d(i> r 새，・ + 刀2(1 — © +사“)

and

糾』_______fC翌_______ 《"
邓 , mc^r + -1 + '

in the extreme vicinity of equivalence point.

and

n^c d&r j an2 + dn^ 丄 nJ)
F厂 诙f —$ 一一+项二厂

啊이:彻 (cz f 一 刀 1(C _ d)]p (35)
(nic + n2b<t>p)

for ©VL and

1 Mrf」 n\C

W —2矿瀛0二了厂

32(a_b)_〃i(c_d)：]p (35,)

n^c 4- n2b<f>p

for <f> >1. It should be noted that the rate of 

change of the relative reaction deficiency in 

the extreme vicinity of equivalence point is of 

the order of unity and that in the region 

removed from equivalence point is the same 

order as the relative reaction deficiency. Furt

hermore, Eq. (35) indicates that reaction defic

iency prior to equivalence point decreases with 

increasing。 if n^a-b)-n^c-d) is positive, 

and vice versa. However, it increases with 

without regard to the sign of w2(a -b)- «i(c — d) 

in the extreme vicinity o£ equivalence point. 

Therefore, reaction deficiency should pass thr

ough a minimum if the latter is positive. More 

detailed features can be seen by differentiating 

Eq.(29) with respect to <5; of course the result 

applies where Eq. (29) is valid. Thus, the root 

of Eq. (35) will give the position of the mini

mum 说■. It should be noted that, if p=0 or in

Joural of the Korean Chemical Society
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the case of internal generation of Ox2 by elec

trolysis, g*  will be always positive prior to 

the equivalence point regardless of the sign of

— b) —为i(c — d). On the sher hand, Eq. (35，) 

indicates that 시)/ will go through a maximum 

in the region ©>1.

The rate of variation of relation deficiency 

with respect to titration fraction depends on 

concentration of reagents implicitly through 

relative reaction deficiency itself.

Although 疇 is at most of the order of 

unity, relative rate of variation 一*一.  一씌—will 

be very large when the reaction is practically 

complete. The completeness of reaction can be 

judged by computing 줭« by using Eq. (28).

Differentiation of Eqs. (34) and (34‘)gives

d3&r = 为28 刀(從8+就ic) (1 一。+시/时
d<P [啊及心+如云1一。+성)] 3 ' '

and

阴# 구； 代£，也。3/+九侈) 炒一，누8；冲； /〈冶八 
gm：이，— 1 + 以/)] 3 ( )

respectively, which are both positive and of 

the order of -音—whereas differentiation of Eqs. 

(35) and(35z) shows that are of the order 

•of 0 at the regions removed appreciably from 

the equivalence point. Thus, it is evident that 

the variation of -씌~ is 
a<p

mostly concentrated

around the equivalence point.

It should be noted that results on the study 

of relative reaction deficiency as a function of 

titration fraction given above apply to any 

chemical equilibrium, they are obtained from

Eq. (20) only.

VARIATION OF POTENTIAL 
WITH TITRATION FRACTION

Di任erentiation of Eqs. (19) and(19‘)gives 

dFj =_______1_______ . \ -(ac- bd} %决甲
{nj)+ nxc)g> L ’ n^c-VnJy^p

+ (ac - bd) 矿 (1 - 쓰G + -J- • 赛
0-^r d<t> 사,

_ be

一 I+部 

and

(37)

1

(370

-뿌爲祢〉•[-(ac-b%[c鷲队

-(ac - bd)^. 1 , . ~嗚~ -牛.£花 +
1-^/ d《b 앙 T

be n , d 翌.]
H+凯/ 이'* 矿) J

respectively. Those equations are convenient at 

the equivalence point only if ac = bd. Otherw

ise, the following equations obtained by diffe

rentiating Eqs.(19〃)and(19z//) may be more 

convenient：

dE_ _ b(d - c)p 十 c . 1 .

(히，1G 노?시n 沖 상부

謬 + 爲 • 刁늉 (籍 T)(38) 

and

dE+ _ —a) p b 1
沪，

dW <7 _ 1 .
(38')

At the equivalence point, both 

tions give

types of equa-

(dE

\過
\ =4으.— 
/er ueq nic + njy

一.丄
9

(39)

if 시知 can be neglected in/comparison to unity. 
More explicitly =(器-) y-b)F(T

= (旦)—r .电c +꺼3仁] .
eq \G} nxc + njj L me Co J 

be 

(nrc +

Therefore, the steepness of titration curve at 

the equivalence point will depend on the conce

ntration of reagents unless n2(a — Z>) — ni(c — d) 

vanishes, which is in accordance with the qua

litative anticipation from Eq.(26〃). It is rema

rkable that, in view of Eq. (39‘)，ii a = b and 

c — d, even when j£o is not large enough so 

that reaction deficiency at normal concentration 

is not sufficiently small, sharpness of potentio

metric end point can be made greater by using 

more dilute solutions of reagents. In practice, 

however, response of indicating electrode bec
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omes slower with dilution of reagents and sets 

the limits on the effectiveness of dilution.

Differentiation of Eq. (38) and(38z) gives

吋謁嘿纖斜 E母］
-l)2'

+ — 서r) d妒 +

W二奔
(40)

and

为 聲 y _ Wp)2(D器-喘끼 

'허 d# (如 c + ?z 脚 p)2 殍

直卜心 0。,)

d分 
respectively. Substitution of values for 邓
given by Eq. (33) and for computed fr

om Eq. (36) into Eqs. (40) results in

(〃2如)2 (d-c) _[___ n^c - nJ?

网 n2(nic + nzbp)2 (n2^ + wic)2

n-jbed

be
中

(41)
+ (瀛+%c)2상 网

and, similarly, using Eq. (33‘)，(36‘)and (40‘)

J (佝仞))2 0 — Q)+ 7Z1C— ?2少 . bc_ 

eq~用(^侈+啊如)2 (從3 +门佐)2 %q

nzabc

中

(41‘)
+ (njb + 列 c)衫 w '

respectively; note that Eq. (40) and (40z) are 

enact but Eqs. (41) and (41’) are approx

imate formulas. (40‘) are exatc but show 

that the major term is the same and its sign 

is determined by the term n^c — n2b.

In homogeneous case, where a=b — c — d = l, 

it was already noted that the inflexion point 

of potentiometric titration is located either be

yond or prior to the equivalence point depen

ding upon 如〉〃2 or ni^n2. (see Eq. (54‘) of 

reference 4.) The abovementioned results show 

that the inflexion point is located prior to the 

equivalence point if zziC> nj> and beyond the 

later if n^c As pointed out at the end of 

the last section, varies mostly in the vic

inity of the equivalence point. In view of Eqs. 

(38) and (38‘)，爲-varies mortly in the same 

region, accordingly. Therefore, the approximate 

location of 나le inflexion point of the potentio

metric titration curve can be obtained by subs

tituting Eqs. (34) or (34‘)into the second terms 

of "Eqs. (41) or (41。and putting the latter 

terms equal to zero. The results of such app

roximation are

1F+ 쩌;；笋2，成 (42)

and

if mc>n2b (42,)

respeetvely. Thus, the deviation of the infle

xion point from the equivalence point is the 

same order of magnitude as 사吋 Utilizing Eqs. 

(32) and (42), the deviation for the case where 

n±c <CnJb is obtained as ]

1 ，G_「(«1C)2 S必T •(如沏-n^) 1 ”鴻+ 
1 一 g L 做河 J

• & (42〃)

which will be normally very close to 사In 

view of Eqs. (42 〃)and (28), the deviation of 

the inflexion point from the equivalent point 

depends on the JE° value as well as concentr

ation of the reagent as long as n^a -b)- n^c 

—d) does not vanish.

EFFECT OF EXCHANGING 
TITRANT AND TITRAND

For a given titration reaction represented by 

Eq. (3), if V° liters of Co molar solution of 

Oxi is titrated with V liters of C molar solu

tion of Redlf assuming the fraction of Ox^ 

converted to Red2 to be a« the following 

equations are obtained：

5+*F 曳尸旦—M(오)。•
\ n±c /

（끄罚 + 潔W（C。，牝 P） （43）

m成1 늖 m웅+E = E\ +
1岫*

1硏Co, p) (44)

2“+S，+ 3+g,虬 P）+■謎際莎
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lna，+ (n2b + n1C^ 1” (45)

where

,f = CU 刀 1G
Co Vo 瀛

1S，—______________
(njb + n^c)<p

+ (ac - bd) Ind 一 c(a 一 흐一]

The equilibrium constant is represented by 

(X,an+dni

— be Inb + (ac + bd — be) Inc

A— ______ 내‘ ______ • R . O

where

Qf = an^ . b~n^ . c«26-n2a-«ld . ^nld .

(46)

In particular, at the equivalence point, the 

following equations are satisfied:

产+ B + (47)

F(%. G， (48)
앙.

(49)性侈
源，+ *

1 「dK . ac — bd
(死/ +龙L 舛，~~1•-汐

fi 、 be "I . be I .
a - F” rJ，广"為幵函芥.由M

F渚気渉 이七。(50)

From Eqs. (50) and (30)

(dE\ __]

业丄 잉+Y

(쓰、、
\ 丿町

点(a—b) 一”1 (c—d) /ui \ 
一书기丿

(52)

njy/nic 

titrands

and from Eqs. (49) and (33)

(Z酒)知.—n2b

/ d&' \ 七 n^c

are obtained. It should be noted that 

is the ratio of the coefficients of the 

in the overall chemical equation (3).

Eqs. (51) and (52) indicate that the steepness 

of the potentiometric titration curves at the 

equivalence point takes different values when 

the titrand and titrant are exchanged in a 

given pair of reagents. In the potentiometric 

titration, the change of steepness depend옹 on 

both the ratio njb/n^c and the sign and magni

tude of n^a —b) — Wi(c - d). On the other hand, 

in spectrophotometric or amperometric titr

ation, where the reaction deficiency is followed, 

it depends only on the ratio njb/n-^c.

Eqs. (45), (48) and (50) indicate that the 

concentration dependence of the titration curves 

is in the same direction as the reverse titration 

and determined by the sign of n^a 一 b) — ni(c 一 d)

EFFECT OF BUFFERING ACTION 
ON AN REAGENT

In practical titrations, it is possible to have 

buffering action on one or more reagents invo

lved in the oxidationreduction reaction. For 

example, in the titrations involving iodine 

solution the iodide concentration does not cha

nge appreciably. In such cases, the coefficient 

of the bu任ered reagent in the half reaction can 

be considered to be zero and the effects of the 

buffering reagents is included in the formal 

potential E, When a gaseous product or prec

ipitate that dissolves sparingly in the solution 

is formed in the titration, the same will hold. 

Thus, the concentration dependence of the 

potential curve as well as the steepness of the 

curve at the equivalence point will be affected 

by buffering action on any reaction compon

ent by affecting the numerical values of (ac — 

bd)f n^a-b)-n-Sc-d), G, F, and relative 

reaction deficiency.
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